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i have a spare usb mouse and keyboard at home as i am not sure what you can do once you remove the power supply for the unit. i would like to see if there is any way to do this, but i have not read any posts on how to do that yet, i just need to remove the power and take the back cover off and then try to re-
attach the monitor and keyboard. all other connections are already reconnected to the server. as i have a spare monitor, just not a spare power supply (there is no easy way to detach just the power supply without removing the other stuff), perhaps one of you know how to disconnect the power supply from the
monitor and keyboard and then re-attach them without removing the other connections to the server. i have never removed a power supply from a server before as i am not sure how to do it. if someone could give me a small step by step guide on how to do this, i would be very grateful. this is a picture of the
back cover of the unit as it is the only thing that is attached to the server, with all connections already plugged in and nothing else attached to the server. i need to get the winha2 software from hp.com. i know it will not work on my system, because i have windows server 2012 rtm and win ha2 is an rtm. so i
need to get it from the hp website and make sure that i can download it and then download it onto my system using an exe file. to do this i need to know how to navigate the website to find it. acer tech support were useless, they provided no info, no install info, and no advice. they wanted me to return to the

store, but they didn't seem to know a thing about the units being sold. they did have a small icon on the screen advising of the unit, which is also a good idea, but the install process on windows will most likely have disabled that, and the process should have been obvious from a boot console. i asked about the
boot console, they said it's not used anymore but i'm still not sure i buy that. i will contact hp to see if they have any advice on the oem system, they've been around a long time and are probably familiar with the install process. if there are any other people with similar issues i'd love to hear of it.
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the operating system for windows home server 2011, is the windows server 2012. you can find the download page for the windows server 2012 here: windows server 2012 r2 release offer. the operating system is offered in the following three editions: in the whs 2011, once you create the network drives, you
can share them with other computers. for example, i have shared the two dvd drives on my server and the two other drives in my work environment. when i transfer files to the dvd drives or work drives, i can access them from the whs 2011. this is a great feature for remote work where a network drive can be

mapped to a usb flash drive to allow you to quickly copy data back and forth. the only down side i have found is the whs 2011 does not see the usb flash drives, but sees the dvd/cd drives fine. the workaround i have found is to copy the usb flash drive to my server, then from the whs 2011, use the windows
mapped drives, then back the drive off the usb flash drive and back to the target device. this will not be a problem with a dd or similar backup to a usb flash drive, as those will store the drive as a native usb drive. if you have an external hard drive, you could have it mapped as well and do the same thing. this

will save time for the process. installation itself is pretty straight forward and the install is very smooth, however you will need to be patient with it and spend at least a day or two with it. if you are looking for an easy install, you may be disappointed with this one. you will be creating a number of shares and
editing network settings during the install. the windows home server 2011 is version 1.1, so you will need to be on the pre-release beta which you can download from microsoft's website. 5ec8ef588b
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